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Page Academy conducted its Annual Career Fair on  21st and 22nd 

November. Speaking in the virtual inauguration, Principal Mrs Latha 

Shankar recalled that the fair conducted by Page Academy  last year 

.She said that many students are still unaware of the various career 

options and universities that offer the same; and  hoped that this year 

too, the fair  would benefit many students. 

 

 

 

Universities  such as Flame University, ICFAI, Woxsen Business School, 

Manipal University, Shiv Nadar University, BITS Pilani(Dubai & Hyd Campus), Bennet, and many 

more such well known universities  sent their representatives to conduct the career fair. They 

answered questions such as the various certificates of curricular and co-curricular activities 

which would count for admission, the fees, the hostel and other requirements. Students showed 

a keen interest in the fair since the Covid situation has raised many questions on the future of 

education. 

 

The fair was conducted from 10 AM to 4 PM on both the days. On the first day, there was huge 

web traffic for the fair  which led to many students getting a server error. However this was 

quickly rectified by Mr Vivek, the representative from Page Academy, and students were able to 

login. The Page group was overwhelmed and thanked the school for the support.  

 

Many parents of the students of our school also  joined in. They interacted with the University 

Representatives and got their queries and questions answered.  Mr. Vivek said that it has been a 

wonderful session and Page Academy looks forward to hosting many more such events to 

benefit our students. Our students on their part, appreciated the variety of colleges and career 

fields that they were exposed to, in the fair. On the whole the fair was a huge success. 


